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Polish pastries pack
Fat Tuesday punch

POLAM Anniversary from 1

Jelly-filled pączki
a traditional Mardi Gras treat

Mariusz Kiciński - POLAM Board of Directors Chairman with Mrs. Mathews (showing the
audience her first passbook) and Mrs. Alicia Lądowicz one POLAM’s first customers

All POLAM Anniversary photos by Karolina Ratajczak

Members of the Los Angeles POLAM staff: L. – Anthony Maciejowski, Marzena Wiśniewska,
CEO Chris Hiller, Izabella Frankowska, Małgosia Ratajczak, Marysia Krzysik.
Not shown: Marysia Bojsza, Ania Ilnicka, Joanna Maleski

POLAM from banks is the credit union’s dedication to the Polish Community and the
“personal banking” experience that it offers its members. POLAM provides financial
services to the Polish Consulate and over 30 other Polish organizations. The credit union
is a primary sponsor of the Polish Film Festival and a co-sponsor of numerous cultural
and artistic events in the community. As some organizations struggle to redefine
themselves with the changing times, POLAM’s mission statement which reads,
“dedicated to the well being and social-economic advancement of its “membership” is as
relevant now as it was 40 years ago and will continue to be so well into the future.
Last January 31st POLAM hosted an open reception at the Our Lady of the Bright
Mount Polish Parish Hall attended by close to 300 participants to celebrate its 40 th
Anniversary. A power point presentation retracing the credit union’s history was
presented on the large screen featuring the milestones of the credit union’s development
and the individuals who made it all possible. Recognition awards were given to
volunteers who had served on the Board for over ten years. Two surviving founding
members, Mrs. Lądowicz and Mrs. Mathews were acknowledged. The Polish Consulate
used this occasion to bestow POLAM’s CEO, Christopher Hiller, with the “Amicus
Poloniae” award for his 33 years of service to the Polish Community. All in all it was a
very successful event, so much so that there is talk of repeating the event in Orange
County sometime in 2010. Congratulations to POLAM’s staff, Board and volunteers for a
successful forty years of service to the Polish Community! ❒
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A Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
(CBS News) article by Susan Artkin... In
Windsor, Ont., it’s the day your taste buds
crave, and your arteries dread — Fat
Tuesday — better known in the border
city as Pączki Day.
And it’s a growing tradition, with tens
of thousands of the 500-calorie treats
being sold for Mardi Gras.
The pączki, pronounced poonsh-key, is
for many, Polish pastry perfected. It’s a
round, jelly-filled dough ball tossed in
icing sugar traditionally eaten on Shrove
Tuesday to mark the end of celebrations
before the Christian period of Lent begins
on Ash Wednesday.
Pąckzi purists order the prune-filled
variety, but the pastries also come in
raspberry, lemon, strawberry, prune,
blueberry, apple, custard and occasionally
chocolate. Depending on the recipe, one
pączki packs 25 grams of fat.
Polish immigrants brought the pączki
The pączki phenomenon came to
Windsor from the city of Hamtramck,
Mich., just across the Detroit River.
A rush of Polish immigrants arrived
there in the early 20th century seeking
work at the Dodge Brothers automobile
factory. By 1970, the area was 90 per cent
Polish, and the popularity of the pączki
had grown beyond the borders of
Hamtramck.
“Every year is more pączki. This year
we’re making the record,” said Ali Bazzi,
from Sunrise Bakery. Bazzi, who is
Lebanese, has been making pączki for 15
years. He said making pączki isn’t about
being Polish, it’s about good business
sense. His bakery had orders for 42,000
pączki on Tuesday, 17,000 of which were
purchased by the Caesars Windsor casino.
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“It’s a once a year thing,” said Bazzi.
“People don’t care about the calories.”
$10 a dozen
The going rate for a dozen pączki is $10
or $1 a piece. Even Canadian bakery giant
Tim Hortons is getting in the game,
selling pączki for 95 cents each, or $7.50
a dozen.
Pączki production was in full swing at
Blak’s Bakery all day Monday and
overnight into Tuesday. For 92 years,
Blak’s has used a family recipe, and
everyone in the clan is expected to pitch
in and help on Pączki Day. Twenty-six of
them expected to box 24,000 pączki this
year.
Most pączki are pre-ordered, and by
10:30 a.m. Tuesday, Blak’s was sold out.
The next Shrove Tuesday, or Pączki
Day, falls on March 8, 2011. ❒
__________

Happy Pączki Day!
Polish Women’s Alliance
The Tuesday before Ash Wednesday is
Pączki Day in the United States. In Poland
it is called Fat Tuesday, which in France
(and in New Orleans) translates to Mardi
Gras. In Poland the entire week leading up
to Ash Wednesday is called Fat Week,
with the celebrations beginning on Fat
Thursday the week before. Millions of
pączki are baked and consumed in Poland
that week, and lines form outside of
bakeries as people wait to buy the
delicious jelly or cream-filled rolls to
share with their coworkers, friends, and
family. Tradition calls for getting your fill
of good food before the fasting of Lent
begins. Costume balls and parties are also
held all week, because once Lent starts,
all merrymaking will stop for six weeks.
No dances or weddings will be held until
after Easter. ❒
__________
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